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" The disposal of the body/' Dr. Priestley replied,
" and that objection seems to me almost in-
superable."
" Yes, that's the very devil/' said Oidland thought-
fully. " Bodies are confoundedly awkward things,
there's no getting away from that. They have an incon-
venient habit of decomposing, and so revealing their
presence, and they're very awkward things to carry
about. I don't see how a man like Coleforth could deal
with a body single-handed."
" And yet nearly all murders are of necessity single-
handed. The danger of employing a confederate, even
if one can be found, is too great. It might be agreed that
in this case Coleforth had a confederate ready to hand
in Miss Venner. Her brother's death would benefit her
even more than it would Coleforth. But I do not think
that Coleforth, however greatly attached to her he may
be, would trust her with such a secret."
" Then you don't think that she is in the plot?" Old-
land asked.
" I am not sure. Your ingenious explanation of the
two statements makes it appear possible that she told
the truth, as she knew it, to the police. When her
brother did not return, and she learnt that he was not at
his office, she communicated with Coleforth. I feel
pretty certain of that, from Coleforth's visit to Miss
Loveday. Coleforth advised her to communicate with
the police at once, knowing that if she did not do so,
Miss Loveday would take some similar action.
" When making his appointment with Venner, Cole-
forth had probably said that he wished to see him upon
a very confidential matter, and that for the present
their meeting had better not be mentioned. Subse-
quently, his chief anxiety would be whether Venner had
mentioned the appointment to anybody. As soon as he

